“On first
impression, it’s hard not
to notice that the house has
a great feel to it. But, over
time, what you really come to

how well
the house functions.
appreciate is

It is such a pleasant day to day

rises
to any occasion.”
retreat, yet it easily

Tapping into French Quarter elegance
and agrarian influences, this Tuscaloosa homeowner asked architects Paul Bates and Jeremy Corkern to design a simple,
elegant home that was part modern, but filled with historical leanings.
Though the owner’s descriptive sounds challenging, Jeremy says, “The
house is as simple as it can get.” Atune to the desired aesthetic, the
architects fashioned a home that Jeremy says is more or less two shotgun
houses bridged by a central room. The floorplan wraps a courtyard,
recreating the graceful settings found in many French Quarter homes.
Described by the architects as a thin house because the plan is only
one-room deep, rooms are open and bright, glowing with an abundance
of natural sunlight that filters in through the expansive walls of windows and French doors. “Fixed French doors and a series of transoms
line most walls,” says Jeremy. “And because the house is so narrow,
every room has a view of the courtyard and receives natural light on
two or three sides.” To maintain the open feel, the architects played to
the homeowner’s desire for a floating staircase. “He wanted something a
little more modern, and nobody wanted to block the view,” Jeremy says.
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ABOVE: Paul Bates (left), Jeremy Corkern (right),
and the newest member of the Bates Corkern
Studio team, Meridith Fuqua (seated), focus
on interiors that are a perfectly blended mix of
high style and comfort. LEFT: The homeowner’s
dressing room opens onto the lap pool in the
courtyard. A neatly clipped lawn and fig ivy
underscore the trim architecture. RIGHT: The
eating area mixes old style with new comforts.
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In the dining room and throughout
the main living spaces, the exposed
brick walls add texture and evoke
historical Southern style in a most
modern way. Strategically placed
lighting—sconces, chandeliers,
floorlamps, and recessed overhead
fixures maintain the feeling that Paul
and Jeremy describe as Suspended
in Light—even after dark.
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Paul and Jeremy often serve as both architects and
interior designers on their projects. For them, it’s a
complete process that goes hand in hand. In planning stages, they not only conceive the floorplan, but
how custom furnishings and decor will work within
the space. For instance, the 12 by-12-foot master
bedroom wall accommodates the prominently
anchored bed that looks upon the courtyard.

“The result is a steel framed staircase with white oak treads
and an absence of risers—making what could be an obtrusive
structure seemingly transparent.”
The clean lines of the home’s exterior are repeated
throughout the interior by way of both design and architectural elements. The architects incorporated period style
such as the painted brick walls in the dining room and entry.
“Like many of the old Southern homes, this gives the illusion that the house was added onto slowly over time,” Jeremy
says. Reclaimed heartpine lintels over the doorways add more
authenticity. Built-in cabinets and transoms bear the symbol
of the Roman Cross.
Complementing the simple lines, the architects also
served as interior designers and constructed an elegantly
timeless scheme. The living area, dining room, and stairwell
reside in one area, void of walls to distinguish the spaces.
Mixing antique furnishings and accessories, new pieces, and
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original artwork, the overall effect is transitional yet timeless. Texture takes precedence over color. Finishes are worn
patinas, dark stains, and light, hand-rubbed finished woods.
Mirrors, along with wispy window and wall draperies reflect
the abundant light. In the master bedroom, chocolate wool
draperies line the wall behind the upholstered headboard
and cover the windows looking out to the courtyard. Carpet
softens the stone floors, providing a degree of warmth. A
bulls-eye mirror echoes the light from the French doors and
windows.
In the kitchen, functionality reigns. “The owner asked for a
room specifically designated for cooking,” Jeremy says. Industrial grade stainless steel appliances juxtapose with contemporary furnishings for well blended charm and character. “Sometimes the simplest things are the most beautiful,” says Jeremy.
“You focus on the textures, materials, and functionality of a
space and let things just be what they are.”
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resources:

Architects and Interior Design: Paul Bates and Jeremy Corkern: BATES CORKERN STUDIO • 205.214.0123 • www.batescorkern.com
living room: drapery KING COTTON DECORATOR FABRICS • 205.322.5878 flooring: PEACOCK PAVERS • www.peacockpavers.com hardwood floors, custom
floor finishes, stair treads, and reclaimed countertop: River Bottom Pine 2336 F.L. Shuttlesworth Drive, Birmingham, AL 35234 • 205.527.6848 • www.riverbottompine.com sofa: DENNIS AND LEEN • www.dennisandleen.com upholstery: LARSEN lamps: INTERIEURS • www.interieurs.com coffee table: SALADINO, INC. • www.
saladinostyle.com stone artifacts: M. NICHOLAS COLLECTION • 601.981.3626 • www.mnicholascollection.com rug, italian armchair: BATES CORKERN STUDIO
chairs: BAKER MILLING ROAD • www.baker.kohlerinteriors.com slipcovered chair in fonthill fabric: BATES CORKERN STUDIO screen: BATES CORKERN STUDIO dining room: artwork: ADELE SYPESTEYN • www.sypesteynart.com chandelier: KARLA KATZ & CO. • www.karlakatzandco.1stdibs.com • 504.897.0061 mirror:
ANTIQUES DE PROVENCE • www.antiquesdeprovencellc.com • 504.529.4342 sideboard: ANTIQUES DE PROVENCE rug: BATES CORKERN STUDIO sconce: WILLIAM
WORD FINE ANTIQUES • www.williamwordantiques.com brown jugs: HENHOUSE ANTIQUES • 205.918.0505 • www.shophenhouseantiques.com chairs: NIERMANN
WEEKS• www.niermannweeks.com 19th century iron chairs: COLEFAX AND FOWLER ANTIQUES • www.colefaxantiques.com stairwell: table: UPTOWNER ANTIQUES • www.uptownerantiques.com lamp: BAKER basket: SOUTH OF MARKET • www.southofmarket.biz master bedroom: chair: LEE INDUSTRIES, CIRCA INTERIORS • 205.868.9199 • www.circaonline.net small paintings: MICHAEL MARLOWE 205.243.4240 • www.marlowe.artdealers.com mirror: BATES CORKERN STUDIO bed:
VANGUARD • www.vanguardfurniture.com chandelier: M. NICHOLAS COLLECTION bedside tables: ROSE TARLOW • www.rosetarlow.com master dressing room:
drapery: KING COTTON DECORATOR FABRICS mirror: MARALYLN WILSON • 205.591.1150 • www.maryalynwilsongallery.com console: BATES CORKERN STUDIO
cowhide rug: BATES CORKERN STUDIO artwork: MARALYN WILSON GALLERY master bath: artwork: MICHAEL MARLOWE table: OWNER’S COLLECTION
tile, tub, and fixtures: www.kennycompany.com • 205.323.5616 kitchen: worktable: BATES CORKERN STUDIO bar stools: BAKER sconce: NIERMANN WEEKS
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